
Tonight we slay a dragon, or die in the attempt
Tonight, my friends, we shall slay a dragon. Or else, in the attempt, we shall ourselves be 
slain. Should we succeed, the tale of  our deed will be told in mead-halls and wine-sinks 
for ever more, and our names will be spoken in tones of  reverance and awe. Should we 
fail, we shall die and so shall our names. But hear this, my boon companions: Live or die,  
we will have flung the dice of  fate, we will have stared in the face of  the impossible, we 
will have lived on the icy edge of  death, and we will have been heroes.

The Dragon
Look: (choose one)
- Wings and scales, teeth and claws.
- Looping coils, iridescent colours, a majestic mane.
- Shadows black as night and the smell of  brimstone. In 
the darkness a burning eye.
- Formless chaos given shape by the fears of  men
- A bizarre amalgam of  bat and chameleon

Breath: (choose one)
- Fire hot enough to melt stone
- A cloud of  deadly poison
- Searing acid
- Freezing cold
- A mighty wind
- Mutating radiation
- Swarms of  biting insects

Powers: (choose two)
- Shape changing
- Ancient magics
- Invisibility
- Weather control
- Mind reading
- Hypnotism
- Gift of  prophecy

Resources: (choose two)
- A band of  loyal retainers
- An inaccessible and remote lair
- A network of  spies
- A powerful thrall
- A valuable captive
- The wisdom of  ages
- A portal to the beyond

Characters
A bold band of  heroes, and their entourage, and...

Poor villagers dispossessed by the dragon’s depredations
Servants or acolytes of  the dragon
The noble family of  the land in which the dragon dwells
Sworn enemies of  the above
A band of  outlaws hiding out in the dragon’s territory
Mystics seeking the dragon in order to fulfill a prophecy

Scenes
A chance meeting – the party meets someone on the 
road
Stopping for the night – the party must stay for a night 
somewhere less than safe
Ambush! -  the party is set upon unexpectedly
Grim vistas – the party discovers some evidence of  the 
dragon’s depredations
Trials and Travails – the party must overcome some 
natural obstacle
The home front – the party must visit or stay with a 
family member or old friend
The final confrontation - The dragon is finally 
encountered

And some other things you might choose to do:

Make a map of  the dragon’s lair
Make a map of  the surrounding countryside
Choose a “Game Master” and assign some responsibilities 
to that person
Draw up some “Fronts” and some “Threats”
Write up some “rules” for the local culture


